OLED WALLPAPER TV WITH PREMIER IP SOLUTION

65EV960H
- 65EV960H 65” class (64.5” diagonal)
- 3840 x 2160 (UHD)
- Razor thin OLED with Intense Colors, Infinite Contrast and Perfect Black
- Pro:Centric® SMART Platform
- Integrated Pro:Idiom® DRM Technology
- ULTRA HD
- Dolby Vision™ High Dynamic Range (HDR) with HDR10 Compatibility
- webOS Media Share Features
PREMIUM SMART IPTV WITH EMBEDDED $b$-LAN$^\text{TM}$

**UV970H**
- 65UV970H 65" class (65.1" diagonal)
- 55UV970H 55" class (54.6" diagonal)
- 3840 x 2160 (4K UHD)
- Pro:Centric® SMART
- Integrated Pro:Idiom® DRM Technology
- Sleek Design: Ultra-Slim Screen
- ULTRA HD
- Commercial Grade Stand (for 55UV970H)
- webOS & Media Share Features
- Dolby VisionTM High Dynamic Range (HDR) with HDR10 Compatibility

IN-ROOM TVs
EDGE-LIT SMART IPTV WITH ULTRA HD AND INTEGRATED b-LAN™

UV770H
• 55UV770H 55" class (54.6" diagonal)
• 49UV770H 49" class (48.5" diagonal)
• 43UV770H 43" class (42.5" diagonal)
• 40UV770H 40" class (39.5" diagonal)
• 32UV770H 32" class (31.6" diagonal)
• 3840 X 2160 (4K UHD)
• Pro.Centric® SMART
• Integrated Prolidiom® DRM Technology
• webOS & Media Share Features
• Commercial Grade Stand (Except 65UV770H)
• Dolby Vision™ High Dynamic Range (HDR) with HDR10 Compatibility
UV340H
- 65UV340H 65” class (64.6” diagonal)
- 55UV340H 55” class (54.6” diagonal)
- 49UV340H 49” class (48.5” diagonal)
- 43UV340H 43” class (42.5” diagonal)
- 3840 x 2160 (4K UHD)
- 4K IPS Wide Viewing Angle
- 4K Upscaler
- Commercial Grade Stand (Except 65UV340H)
- IR Pass Through and Control
- External Speaker Out Compatibility (Speaker Sold Separately)
- HDR (High Dynamic Range): HDR10
4K UHD HOSPITAL GRADE PRO:CENTRIC® SMART TV WITH INTEGRATED PRO:IDIOM® AND b-LAN™

UV770M
- 55UV770M 55" class (54.8" diagonal)
- 49UV770M 49" class (48.5" diagonal)
- 43UV770M 43" class (42.5" diagonal)
- 1200:1 Aspect Ratio
- 3840 X 2160 (4K UHD)
- UL Hospital Grade Listed
- RoHS Compliant
- California Energy Commission (CEC) Compliant
- Built-in Pillow Speaker Port
- Built-in MPI Port
- First Use Wizard
- Remote Management of Television using Pro:Centric server
- Dynamic/Static Power Savings
- Multi IR Code Support
HOSPITAL GRADE PRO:CENTRIC® SMART TV WITH INTEGRATED PRO:IDIOM®

LV760M
- 32LV760M 32” class (31.54” diagonal)
- 28LV760M 28” class (27.51” diagonal)
- 24LV760M 24” class (23.55” diagonal)
- HD Resolution: 1,920 x 1,080 (32”/28”), 1,366 x 768 (24”)
- Pro:Centric
- Pro:Idiom
- Commercial Grade Stand
SPECIALIZED TV FOR HOSPITAL ENVIRONMENTS

LV570M
- 43LV570M 43” class (42.5” diagonal)
- 32LV570M 32” class (31.5” diagonal)
- 28LV570M 28” class (27.6” diagonal)
- 24LV570M 24” class (23.6” diagonal)
- Resolution 1,920 x 1,080 (43”/32”); 1,366 x 768 (28”/24”)
- UL Hospital Grade Listed
- ENERGY STAR® Qualified
- RoHS Compliant
- California Energy Commission (CEC) Compliant
- Multi IR Code Support
- TV Speaker Disable
- Built-In Pillow Speaker Compatibility
- First Use Wizard
PRO:CENTRIC® LED TV WITH INTEGRATED PRO:IDIOM

LV560H
- 55LV560H 55" class (54.6" diagonal)
- 49LV560H 49" class (48.5" diagonal)
- 43LV560H 43" class (42.5" diagonal)
- 40LV560H 40" class (39.6" diagonal)
- 32LV560H 32" class (31.5" diagonal)
- 1920 x 1080 (HD)
- Pro:Centric
- Pro:Idiom
- Commercial Grade Stand
ESSENTIAL COMMERCIAL TV

IN-ROOM TVs

LV340H
- 55LV340H 55” class (54.6” diagonal)
- 49LV340H 49” class (48.5” diagonal)
- 43LV340H 43” class (42.5” diagonal)
- 40LV340H 40” class (39.6” diagonal)
- 32LV340H 32” class (31.5” diagonal)
- 1920 x 1080 (HD)
- Commercial Lite
- Non Proidiom
- One pole Commercial stand
- Public display mode
- Commercial grade stand
- External speaker out compatibility (speaker sold separately)
- IR pass through and control
- USB cloning
SUPERSIGN™ COMMERCIAL DISPLAY

55LW540S
- 55LW540S 55" class (54.9" diagonal)
- 1920 x 1080 (FHD)
- Brightness 300cd/m²
- Wi-Fi Dongle Ready
- USB Fail Over (Internal Memory Only)
- Built-in Speakers and TV Tuner
- Network Time Protocol
- SuperSign Lite/C Compatibility
SUPERSIGN™ TV WITH BUILT-IN TUNER

65LY540S

- 65LY540S 65" class (64.53" diagonal)
- 1920 x 1080 (FHD)
- Visual Viewing Angle (Horizontal) 160° (Vertical) 140°
- Dynamic Contrast Ratio 4,000,000:1
- Simple Connectivity
- Built-in TV Tuner
- Built-in Speaker
- SuperSign Lite
ULTRA HD PREMIUM LARGE DISPLAY

98LS95D
- 98LS95D 98” class (97.52” diagonal)
- 3840 x 2160 (UHD)
- Contrast Ratio: 1300:1
- IPS Panel Technology
- 24/7 operation
- Landscape and Portrait Modes
COMMON AREA TVs AND SIGNAGE

SUPER NARROW BEZEL VIDEO WALL

55VH7B
- 55VH7B 55" class (54.6" diagonal)
- 1920 x 1080 (FHD)
- Tile Mode up to 15 x 15 (Natural mode)
- IPS Panel Technology
- Brightness 700cd/m²
- Bezel Width 0.9mm (Top/Bottom/Left/Right)
- 24/7 Operation
- Portrait and landscape orientation
- SuperSign® C

All images on screen are simulated
SMART SIGNAGE WITH QUAD CORE SoC

55SM5KD
- 55SM5KD 55" class (54.6" diagonal)
- 1920 x 1080 (FHD)
- IPS - In Plane Switching
- Brightness : 450 cd/m²
- PBP (Picture-By-Picture) / PIP (Picture-In Picture)
- Built-in Wi-Fi
- BEACON
- Dust & Humidity Protection
- SuperSign Premium
- Portrait and landscape orientation
ULTRA HD LARGE MULTI-TOUCH DISPLAY

86TR3D
- 86TR3D 86” class (TBD” diagonal)
- 3840 x 2160 (UHD)
- IPS Panel Technology
- In-Glass™ Touch Technology
- Intuitive Touch OSD (On Screen Display)
- 20 Point Multi-Touch
- Built-in WiFi
- Multi-screen with PBP/PIP
ULTRA-STRETCH SIGNAGE

86BH5C
- 86B65C 86” class (85.6” diagonal)
- IPS Panel Technology
- 3840 x 600 (UHD)
- 58.9 Extended Wide Format
- 4 Divided PBP in Landscape or Portrait
- Brightness 500cd/m², Min : 400cd/m²
- Built-in SoC and Synced Playback
- Portrait and landscape orientation